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MODES

The Astronomer V2 harness’s the power
of the celestial bodies to give your guitar the 
ambient sounds you have been dreaming of!

Thank You!
for purchasing an Astronomer V2

* Canis Major - The Dog is an Echo-verb designed with droning and swells 
in mind. Glow controls your shimmer mix and use "Travel" to set the dog 
loose to run away or drone infinitely. Excels at pads and layering.

* Orion - The hunter is the classic hall reverb with shimmer. Tried and true 
the hunter excels as a hall reverb with "Glow" turned down or dime it for 
a sound that feels straight from the heavens. Excels as your base reverb 
or ambient verb

* Ursa Major - The Bear is a chamber reverb with a pre octave mixed in 
with "Glow". Turn "Glow" all the way down for a haunting dark reverb 
great for lead lines and your base reverb or slowly turn up glow to taste 
to add a particle sound and emulate twinkling stars. Excels as your base 
reverb or ambient verb
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DC Jack: takes
a external DC 9v
100ma power supply.

Input Jack:
Plug your
guitar in here.

Output Jack:
Plug your
amp in here

Mass: Controls the
mix from dry to wet

Glow: Controls the
amount of shimmer 
or octave

Travel: Controls
the feedback
 of the reverb. 

External Alt Jack: Takes
a NO (normally open) 
switch input to change the 
alt state of the Astronomer

Expression jack: This 
controls the Travel 
on the bottom row. 

Alt State: When
the LED is on, the 
bottom row of  
knobs is active.  
When the LED is 
off, the top row
of knobs is active

Switch 1: Controls 
which algorithm
is active on the
top row of knobs
Switch 2: Controls 
which algorithm
is active on
the bottom
row of knobs

Bypass: Turns Pedal on/off.  
When Bypass and Alt switch is 
held for 10 sec it will change 
between tails and bypass mode

Alt Switch: Lets 
you change 
between the top 
row and bottom 
row of controls


